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Manual payment processing
can be a costly, slow and
taxing process that can
result in error and fraud, can
leave staff feeling drained
and unmotivated, and can
cause frustration among
vendors with delays in
getting paid for their work,
potentially deteriorating
important business
relationships.

PROBLEM SOLUTION

The increased efficiency of
automated payment
processing reduces related
labor and fixed costs as well
as potential for error and
check fraud, allows staff to
focus on more value-added
activities that can lead to
increased work morale, and
contributes to positive vendor
relationships that are critical
to managing a community
association.

VendorPay is the first fully integrated

accounts payable solution in

community association management,

offering clients end-to-end efficiency in

their AP processes. It automates the

vendor payment process for CINC

clients, helping to reduce expenses,

eliminate paper checks, reduce check

fraud, and minimize other manual

processes that can lead to errors and

delays. 

A FULLY INTEGRATED ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE SOLUTION



VENDORPAY
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Streamline the accounts payable process with the end-to-end efficiency of

VendorPay, powered by AvidXchange, the industry leader in vendor payments. This

secure platform allows vendors to be paid electronically for a faster and more secure

accounts payable solution that is fully integrated into CINC's interface.

cincsystems.com

Pay Vendors
Faster

Eliminate Check
Fraud Losses 

Save Time &
Money

Login to One
Platform

Convert paper
checks into faster
electronic payments
for your vendors -
improving efficiency
and relationships.

SAFE

PAPERLESS INTEGRATED

FAST

VendorPay has a
clearing account
process with
AvidXchange -
keeping you check
fraud free.

Eliminate check
runs and all the
manual processes
that come with it -
postage, envelopes.
etc.

CINC customers
don't have to worry
about onboarding a
new product or
logging into another
portal to manage
their AP payment
processes.

If you want to outsource invoice ingestion and initial coding,
Strongroom by AvidXchange could be the right solution for
you. Contact us to learn more about how Strongroom
integrates with CINC.
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